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Hope College
Minor fire forces classes to end

A fire on the fourth floor of Peale canceled classes yesterday afternoon. Now that the renovation of Peale has started, workers have begun to gut the building. Fortunately, new materials have not yet started to be put up, so the minimal smoke odors will dissipate as the damaged portions are removed and vents kick in. “The cause of the fire has not yet been officially determined,” said Tom Renner, associate vice president for public relations. “There was some work being done in that area earlier in the day involving a cutting torch. There was insulation smoldering in the ceiling. ‘We should be grateful for that kind of response in a general fire alarm like that. All the signs of having a working fire alarm system were there, and at the same time the fire department was only a block away because they were doing a training drill at the old Lincoln Elementary School.’”

Hope students come out in ‘Time to Serve’

Students took part at various sites around Saturday for “A Time to Serve.” About 500 performance Friday to be up early with students. Sarah Masen stayed on after her performance Friday to be up early with students, she decided to go because I was an OA leader this year, and by trying to get the freshmen to go, I became interested in getting involved in our community.”

The participants met in Mass on Saturday morning, where they were divided into groups of 8 to 12 and sent to 48 different sites. The crews worked from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on projects that ranged from sorting clothing at the Holland Rescue Mission to cleaning up the beach at Dunton Park, to running a fan club for area middle schoolers with the Tulipanes festival. Philo was a football fan and clean their travel bus,” Philo explained.

According to Philo, though tiring, the entire experience was very worth it. Not only did she meet “a lot of really cool people,” but they also received plenty of compliments. “While we were cleaning the windows facing 8th Street, people from the community were telling us how great of a job we were doing, and to keep up the good work,” commented Philo.

Perhaps it is this positive feedback from the community that has caused the program’s steady growth. It began in 2000 more SERVICE on 2

Campus Briefs

Marathon reading continues

The department of English at Hope College will sponsor a marathon reading of J.R.R. Tolkien’s “The Return of the King” on Friday, Sept. 19, from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. in the Pine Grove. The event will conclude the series of readings of “The Lord of the Rings,” begun last year. Refreshments will be available. Students, faculty, administrators, and members of the community are invited to sign up to read in 10-minute segments. Anyone wishing to sign up for a reading slot can do so by visiting the office of the English Department. In the event of rain, the marathon will be held in Lubbers Loft, on the fourth floor of Lubbers.

De La Torre publishes book on Elian

The exiled Cuban community’s response during the Elian custody battle was all the more intense because the issue was not only political but also religious, according to a new book by Dr. Miguel De La Torre of the Hope College Religion Faculty. He considers the 1999-2000 controversy surrounding young Elian Gonzales as a reflection of the way that opposition to Fidel Castro’s regime and subsequent residence in the U.S. have for exiled Cubans become a religious struggle—“la huelga”—against evil. He discusses how Exilic Cubans, once a marginalized group, have risen to power and privilege in the United States, where a status that distinguishes them from other Hispanic groups in the nation, and the relationship of exile and religion to the process. “Living in exile is a sacri- fice constituting a civic duty, representing a grander moral standing,” De La Torre said. “Religion is understood as a moral mandate.” Elian has connections to religion.
Grant to promote interdepartmental work

Danielle Koski
Business Manager

Allison Schneider
Staff Reporter

Fungi grow on skin, on trees, on breads, on fruits, on vegetables, on the ground, and in many other places. The moldy fungi penicillin became the first antibiotic. Other fungi, like portabella and morel mushrooms, are consumed by humans for their taste, and others, like polycystin mushrooms, make the list of illicit drugs and have been known to kill people. Now the role of fungi in the ecosystem will be studied at Hope College thanks to a National Science Foundation (NSF) grant.

Dr. Thomas Baltman of the biology department has received a four-year grant of $855,773 through the NSF’s “Collaborative Research: Undergraduate Institutions” program. The grant is the largest sum ever given to Hope by the NSF. Along with Baltman, this new fungi project will involve Dr. Janet Anderson of the math department, Dr. Kenneth Brown of the chemistry department, Dr. Debbie Swarthout of the physics department, and Dr. Christopher Schartel from the University of Kentucky’s department of plant pathology.

“The advantage of an interdisciplinary approach is that to better understand the ecological interaction we need to understand how the chemicals, or alkaloids, produced by the fungi are impacting other species, like the consumers of the grass and the consumers of those consumers,” Baltman said. “The research will incorporate the five scientists’ strengths and involve undergraduate students. A mathematical model will be made of the various functions in the food web involving the fungi, the alkaloid concentration of the fungi will be chemically and genetically analyzed, and how the fungi affect host plants will be studied. The new Science Center will lend itself to integrating the various disciplines.

“The new Peale has been built with interdisciplinary science in mind. No longer are departments cluttered or hidden. Rather, faculty using common instruments are clustered. The exploration of the fungal/plant system will involve work by biologists and chemists, and the new Peale will facilitate this interaction,” Baltman said.

Baltman believes that the interdisciplinary approach of this research will help undergraduate students in the future. According to Baltman, hope students will bring different scientific fields to the table. “Integrating the different departments in multidisciplinary research will place our students into a multidisciplinary team that is studying a complex biological problem that requires multidisciplinary approaches. Much of what is being done today in biological research involves a multidisciplinary approach,” Baltman said.

Students for the fungi research project will be chosen in the same manner as they are normally chosen for summer internships, according to Baltman. Students will be selected based on course work, motivation, desire, and GPA. “If a student is interested in the fungi research, he or she should contact Baltman for more information.”

Free files may incur fines

Anjey Dhuykse
Managing Editor

Copyright infringement is the illegal use of other people's work, including music, movies, or pictures, for profit or for personal use. DMCA, or the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, was slated to go into effect January 1, 2003. The grant is made to the holding company, referred to as the RIAA. Copyrights are owned by the individual, group, or corporation that created the work. When a copyright is purchased, the holder is able to sell the work. When a copyright expires, the rights under it by searching out protected materials on the campus. Copyrighted music or films on their computers is against our policy,” said Andy Breclaw. “If you have material on your computer that you didn’t purchase, chances are you’re violating copyright laws. When you come down to it, it’s against the law, whether we like it or not.”

As music companies and the RIAA continue to make their methods of finding violators of the DMCA, it will become harder and harder to evade the consequences of possessing pirated music. Individual’s receive fines of up to $25,000 dollars and face possible jail time. “As we enter into the future with file sharing, especially with illegal files and pirated music, it’s going to be a little scary because there will be consequences for it,” said Andy Breclaw, Residential Life Coordinator of Kollen hall.

In the meantime, even though Hope and its students have remained out of court despite many in the Hope community enjoying pirated files, CIT has received several letters from the RIAA that students were in violation of the DMCA. The order is called “cease and desist,” and after obtaining one, CIT will notify the student who is using the files and ask them to remove the file or files in question. No individual student information is released to the RIAA.

“However, if we were subpoenaed, we’d have to give student information to them,” Peston said. “As file sharing comes more and more into the computer usage of the common man, students must be more and more informed of the laws concerning it.

We want to see a more active campaign to inform Hope students about this new ‘flying copyright law’,” Peston said. “We don’t block any kind of traffic. We’ve never been comfortable doing that. At this point, it’s not really something we do. We just encourage students to inform themselves about the laws so they don’t break them.”

Com also warns students of possible risks of file-sharing programs. “It’s important for students to note that sometimes programs that are very popular for file-sharing also have what is called ad-ware or spyware built into them. What these programs do is share information about the user of that computer to a third party or distribute so many pop-ups that you almost can’t control it.”

“Sometimes these programs that seem like a lot of fun have some heavy shadows on them,” Com said.

Guest speaker promotes peace

Erin L’Hotta
Staff Reporter

There is no way to peace—peace is the way,” prominent peace activist A.J. Muste once said. Muste, a Hope College graduate, was recognized for his dream of obtaining peace in a harsh unwelcoming world.

On Tuesday, Sept. 9 Hope College will hold the 18th annual A.J. Muste Peace Lecture, featuring a guest speaker who honors Muste’s vision of peace.

The free lecture, held at 3:30 p.m. in Winans Auditorium of Graves Hall, will feature Earlham College’s Professor of Peace and Global Studies Tony Bing. Bing worked at Earlham College from 1996 to 2000 for his dream of obtaining peace in a harsh unwelcoming world.

Bing will lecture on topics that are important to the study of peace, such as their most important academic experience or college.”

In 1982, Bing founded Earlham College’s Peace Studies Program in Jerusalem. The Great Lakes Jerusalem Program and Northern Ireland Peace Studies Program. Hope was among one of the first four colleges to be involved in Bing’s peace program. Bing programs. Hope professors don Luidens, Larry Penrose and Laurie Eargey helped lead these programs to success.

Bing exhibited a great debt of gratitude to College for helping his success is spreading international peace and he eagerly awaits his arrival to campus.

“I am looking forward to coming to Hope and feel deeply honored to be chosen by the Muste Committee,” said Bing. “He is one of my heroes and was a great inspiration to me in my spiritual development.”

Battle of the Bands is back

Great bands, great prizes

September 3, 2003

7 p.m. in the Nick

Admission is $3 or 2 canned goods

Listen to 99.9 WOBS for a chance to win a ticket

For more information, contact whope@hope.edu
Step out of your shell; step up to some action

Last week, I commented on the members of this community changing the face of Hope College and Holland as we know them. I also said that this type of column was a yearly thing for the editor-in-chief to write. This week, I would like to submit a column on another annual topic: apathy.

It has been very evident in the past that the vast majority of Hope students care about nothing but their schoolwork. Oh, it may be true that there are the select few who will venture out of their shell from time to time to further their real world learning experience, but for the most part, the population on this campus is content to sit in their rooms, tending to their own business.

This attitude, whether it be apathy or simple self-preservation, damages many campus activities designed to promote dialogue or discussion. The attendance at meetings of RISE, the Sexuality Round Table, and even last year’s dialogues on race are sparse at best. How can we expect to learn in a diverse community of students if we refuse to make the effort to show up at these events?

The war of attendance attrition does not end at these discussions. Events in the arts, whether they be student concerts or recitals, or presentations of GPS or VWS, only those who are required to attend for a class usually devote their time. The lack of attendance at these events is sad because of the caliber of performances that are showcased. Very often, the featured performers are widely known for their talent, and to have them visit a campus that is not interested in attendance at these events is sad because of the caliber of performances that are showcased.

Therefore, A (who considered the specific word “tolerance”) has in effect become “in-tolerant.” These words come up in discussions quite often, but what is the actual definition behind them? Many people have some sort of definition (more of a mere notion, really) from the connotations and implications used by those speakers who most often and most loudly use the words. But does this mean that these speakers are correct? I don’t think so. More specifically, and as an example, let me ponder what you mean by the loaded word “tolerance.” Do you mean something to the effect of that anyone’s truth is equal to anyone else’s and that all options in pretty much everything are equally acceptable (which seems rather relativistic to me)? Or do you mean something more akin to what I think of as just plain respect, where we do listen to each other but are still allowed to say to the other “You’re wrong?”

If you mean the former, there is an important reason I can’t agree with the goal of tolerance. This meaning of tolerance implies that it is itself a self-refuting misnomer. Consider this: Group A wants everyone to be “tolerant.” Group A considers themselves “tolerant” and Group B “in-tolerant.” If A wants B to be “tolerant” and thinks that B must change from their “in-tolerance,” A has in effect become “in-tolerant” of B’s “in-tolerance.” Therefore, A (who considered themselves “tolerant”) are, in fact “in-tolerant.” Thus, using this former meaning, “tolerance” is a self-refuting misnomer.

If by tolerance you mean something akin to the latter, I am more willing to agree. I think people should respect each other with courtesy while paying attention to what others say. Now, do I have what I consider to be a better suggestion? Yes. I think Hope College should change toward the goals of truth and love. See these as higher aspirations, yet all the more difficult and by no means easy.

Consider these and the other words I’ve said with respect to their own load, as “truth” and “love” are themselves loaded words. Do I think that there are similarities between some of your loaded words and your goals and my loaded words and goals, especially “truth” and “love”? Yes. Are the further considerations of these issues outside the scope of a single editorial? Yes.

—Daniel Miller (’05)

Watch this space!

In 2001, Student Congress used $500 of the student activity fee to buy this scrolling marquee sign in the lobby of the DeVitt Center. Although active in 2001, the sign has yet to display anything since. As a service to you, the Anchor will keep track of how many weeks it has been blank since installed.

This week’s count: 101

The Anchor Wants You!!

Have you ever wanted to see your name on the front page of the paper? Here is your chance!

Come to our meeting tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Anchor office...It’s in Dewitt behind the radio station and Student Union Desk. Come find out what it takes to be part of a newspaper staff!

Staff writers NEEDED. PAID POSITIONS still available! (Campus Beat Editor, Spotlight Editor, Infocus Editor, Webmaster, Senior Staff Writer)

Letters to the Editor Guidelines

Open to anyone within the college and related communities

The Anchor reserves the right to edit due to space constraints

No personal attacks, poor taste or anything potentially libelous

Letters chosen on a first come first serve basis, or a representative sample is taken

No anonymous letters, unless discussed with Editor-in-Chief

Editor-in-Chief may verify identity of writer

The Anchor reserves the right to refuse publication of any letter submitted

Letters over 500 words in length will not be considered for publication

Mail letters to the Anchor c/o Hope College, drop them off at the Anchor office (located in the center of Dewitt, behind WTHS), or e-mail Anchor@hope.edu
NEAR AND DEAR
Where To Go Nearby
for snacks, movies, clothes, music, nightlife...

So you’re new to campus, to Holland, to the area? Or you just went braindead over the summer and can’t remember where you are? Well, the Anchor has collected a few tips here and there on some nice places to go that are only a hop, skip — well, a walk — from campus. Especially you don’t have a car this year, these stories might just help you “get buy.”

Sporting goods
Wilderness Outpost only moments from Hope

The Outpost of Holland was established in 1972. Today, the Outpost of Holland offers some of the finest selection in men’s, women’s and children’s sport and leisure apparel, technical apparel, and both technical and casual footwear. Also, the Outpost stocks quality equipment and accessories for mountain climbing, backpacking, camping, and travel.

Linda Parker, general manager of the Outpost, says that “the Outpost specializes in many different areas these being, kayaks, canoes, hiking boots, camping equipment, backpacks, and technical outerwear.”

As a technical-specialty business, maintaining an expert staff has always been the primary focus of the company. When asked what sets the Outpost apart from other sporting good stores in Holland, Parker said, “The wide variety of inventory and the staff who are knowledgeable about the products they sell.”

When Parker was asked why she thought that the Outpost was a good place for Hope students to shop, she said “We offer the popular trends in outerwear, and we are the only place in Holland to offer North Face apparel.”

Quick Eats Around Town

Tired of the food here on campus? Or maybe missed lunch because of a class and wanted to find somewhere to grab a quick bite to eat that’s not too expensive? Here are a few options for you that are in walking distance from campus.

Quick subs from Quizno’s

For a quick bite to eat, stop into the mainstream fast-food chain of Quizno’s located in downtown Holland on East Eighth Street. Students who come in and provide their Hope College ID cards will receive a $1.50 discount on any small sub combo,” says Kenzie Murks of Quizno’s. If that’s not enough try the new mesquite chicken combo for only $5.69. Quizno’s is open every day except Sunday.

Not simply subs

If you want more selection in a sub shop, try right across the street at Subs-N-More. For $5.75, you can get the seven-inch sub combo deal with a medium pop and choice of potato chips. Meanwhile, grab a slice of pizza to go along with your sandwich. Subs-N-More is also a great place for you to hang out with your friends on the weekend, which is open till 11 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays, 8 p.m. Sundays.

Hot dogs at hot prices

If hot sandwiches aren’t your thing, then why not try a small hot dog stand called Gregordog.

“Every Tuesday night is Three Dog Night. Three ‘gregors,’ (hot dogs) bag of chips and a soda for just $5,” says owner Greg Vandenberg.

Gregordog is also a convenient walk from the campus located at 210 College Ave and is open from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Saturday (9 p.m. Fridays). While you are at Gregordog, check out vintage signs and old newspaper headlines. Gregordog is a unique and cozy place for a quick bite to eat.

The Caffeine Buzz Around Town

JP’s offers a very wide range of drinks from their signature lattes to their most popular drinks like coffee, Java Joe’s and cappuccinos and soups to choose from every Saturday. Check out their daily grind.

Java Joe’s

Located at the corner of East Eighth Street and College Avenue, JP’s Coffee has been a longtime favorite of Hope students.

Described by one of JP’s employees as being “very comfortable, warm inviting, a lot of booths which encourage conversation between friends” JP’s offers a very wide range of drinks from their signature lattes to their regular house blend of coffee. In addition to their great beverage selection their outdoor seating is perfect for people going to watch sporting events, college games or just hang out in the weather.

JP’s Coffee and Espresso Bar

Located at the corner of East Eighth Street and College Avenue, JP’s Coffee has been a longtime favorite of Hope students.

Described by one of JP’s employees as being “very comfortable, warm inviting, a lot of booths which encourage conversation between friends” JP’s offers a very wide range of drinks from their signature lattes to their regular house blend of coffee. In addition to their great beverage selection their outdoor seating is perfect for people going to watch sporting events, college games or just hang out in the weather.

JP’s operates 6 a.m. to 11 p.m., Monday through Thursday; and to midnight Friday and Saturday. With capacity for more than 85 people, plus

outdoor seating if the weather permits.

If you’re in need of snacks, movies, clothes, music, nightlife...

Blockbuster

One of the local stores for in the week or on the weekends. “If you want to be renewed every two weeks by paying $5.95. Hope student employees are ID’ed.

Blockbuster - previously a video store.

Some receive two a day’s rental charges.

“Vanilla Ice” is a new trend that Hope students can find at the Blockbuster.

Going to the Library

On campus.

One title is “nothing to do on a Monday.”

John, an employee, said, “They anticipate.”

Blockbuster operates Monday through Saturday.

The library is open every day except Sunday.

One of the most popular directions is for local stores.
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The movies shown, which vary in genres, are quite current but have just left the first-run theaters nationwide. Some of the titles are R-rated, but they have been approved in advance by SAC staff as appropriate for various students tastes at Hope.

Showings are in Graves Hall at 7, 9:30 and midnight on Friday and Saturday, plus 3 p.m. Sunday. popcorn and pop are available.

A worker interviewed in the Student Development office of the SAC films said the movies are “good, fun, and cheap — and it’s always good to go to a good, cheap movie.”

If students wish to see a movie off-campus, it’ll cost a bit more, even for the matinees. The Holland 7 multiplex, located at 500 S. Waverly Ave., is the closest off-campus theater, and prices there are $3.75 before 6 p.m. and after 11 p.m. on Fridays and Saturday. The matinee evening prices are $3.50 Monday through Thursday (after 6 p.m.) and $3 Friday thru Sunday.

The Star Theatre movie complex is located at James Street and U.S. 31, directly south of the Westshore Mall and adjacent to the Holland Outlet Mall. Prices there are very close to those at the competing Holland 7, but there are no late shows at the Star.

Find a Good Read at the Treehouse
So are you new to the Hope College campus? Are you looking for a place to buy some reading material, such as a good magazine or a book for fun rather than for class?

Well, maybe you don’t want to go to the Hope bookstore again, after you’ve just dropped your life savings there on a couple of textbooks. Or you can’t wait to get the perfect gift book or just some time-wasting fun thing to read, this bookstore has it all. And if you know what you’re looking for and can’t find it, Treehouse offers a special-order option. So just remember . . . so little time — so many books to read!

Wide, Wide Reader’s World
Magazine heaven, this place is. And heavenly for lots of other reading, too.

Whether it’s magazines, travel books, or anything else, Reader’s World is a great place to check for the printed word. Easily within walking distance from your dorm Reader’s World is located on the corner of River Avenue and Eighth Street.

Really, you won’t believe the selection inside, especially in the current titles section of periodicals, where every magazine you’ve ever heard of — and a whole lot of ’em that you haven’t — are on the racks for your consideration. Choose from an impressive selection ranging from sports and fitness to beauty and fashion.

How about that inspirational book you’ve been looking for by your favorite author? Or that must-read novel that all your friends have been talking about? Find it at Reader’s World, a longtime landmark for readers in downtown Holland.

The weather is nice, there’s plenty of room to spread out or go out with a group for a coffee.

If students wish to see a movie off-campus, it’ll cost a bit more, even for the matinees. The Holland 7 multiplex, located at 500 S. Waverly Ave., is the closest off-campus theater, and prices there are $3.75 before 6 p.m. and after 11 p.m. on Fridays and Saturday. The matinee evening prices are $3.50 Monday through Thursday (after 6 p.m.) and $3 Friday thru Sunday.

Wide, Wide Reader’s World
Magazine heaven, this place is. And heavenly for lots of other reading, too.

Whether it’s magazines, travel books, or anything else, Reader’s World is a great place to check for the printed word. Easily within walking distance from your dorm Reader’s World is located on the corner of River Avenue and Eighth Street.

Really, you won’t believe the selection inside, especially in the current titles section of periodicals, where every magazine you’ve ever heard of — and a whole lot of ’em that you haven’t — are on the racks for your consideration. Choose from an impressive selection ranging from sports and fitness to beauty and fashion.

How about that inspirational book you’ve been looking for by your favorite author? Or that must-read novel that all your friends have been talking about? Find it at Reader’s World, a longtime landmark for readers in downtown Holland.

Stop and Espresso Bar is located just south of Ninth Avenue. A quick walk from Hope College campus makes sense for Hope students looking to take a break from their studies. The coffee and food are sure to satisfy any craving.

Lemonjello’s is located at the corner of Ninth Street and College Avenue. It offers a wide variety of drinks such as smoothies and a great selection of food options.

If you’re looking for a good rental deal on movies and CDs, the local store is Blockbuster Video. The store offers newly released and older titles at a reasonable price.

For those who enjoy a good read, the Treehouse Books and Herrick District Library are open to feed any patron’s intellect with a variety of books and more.
Great Impressions

Shared art exhibit makes its way to campus Friday

Local art galleries feature Dutch roots

Jenny Cencer

In collaboration with the Holland Museum, the Holland Area Arts Council, Freedom Village, Grand Valley State University, and Hope College’s DePree Art Gallery, “Shared Impressions: Contemporary Dutch Prints” will be opening Friday.

Each gallery will be separately featuring 130 prints from the collection of Cyril Luxenberg, a sculptor and graphic artist from Amsterdam, whose compilation consists of approximately 500 Dutch prints in total. Luxenberg studied at Ecole Des Beaux Arts of Paris as well as London’s Central School of the Arts and Crafts. He specializes in two-dimensional works crafted from mediums such as aluminum, Plexiglas and steel.

“There’s no absolute values, no absolute truth in an art,” Luxenberg said. “You go from your experience.”

Luxenberg’s immense structures have been displayed in a variety of venues throughout Amsterdam, Ann Arbor, London, and New York. Currently a resident of Amsterdam, Luxenberg will be attending several showings of his collection throughout Holland.

The showcase will feature the Dutch contribution to artistic style over the past fifty years. Current residents of Holland and patrons of Grand Valley State University, James and Donna Brooks recently purchased and generously donated Luxenberg’s amassed collection of Dutch prints to GVSU’s permanent showcase.

The Dutch artistic movements of style will be emphasized, including works from artists such as Victor Vatereley, Barbara Hepworth, and Karel Appel. In addition, DePree will host an opening reception featuring Luxenberg from 5 to 6:30 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 12. All are encouraged to attend the reception.

Taboos to tattoos, Visiting Writers Series returns

Erin Sanborn

As another school year begins at Hope College, so does another season of the Visiting Writers Series. Each year since 1982, the college has put together a group of acclaimed writers for the pleasure of Hope students and the community of Holland. This year promises to be just like all of the rest.

Kicking off the season for the first semester are writers Rick Moody, Simon Ortiz, Janet Burroway, and Steve Orlen. Rick Moody, reading Sept. 17, writes a combination of novels and short stories. Moody has a wide variety of subjects anywhere from the New Testament to tattoos, and politics to comic books. He was the author of The Garden State, which won the Pushcart Press Editor’s Book Award, and The Ice Storm, which was made into a movie directed by Ang Lee.

The next writer who is coming to visit is Simon Ortiz who is a writer of poetry, short fiction, and essays. Ortiz will be visiting on Oct. 30, to share his love of words with the Hope community. On Nov 20, Janet Burroway will be visiting to share some of her plays, poetry, essays, children’s books, and novels. Burroway has won the Pulitzer Prize for her novel The Sазвards and Raw Silk, and her book Writing Fiction is the most recognized book on fiction writing.

Steve Orlen will be finishing off the first semester on Dec. 4. Orlen is a free verse poet whose things very close to his heart such as his family and life experiences.

Visiting second semester are Marianne Boruch, Jane Hamilton, and Quan Barry. Marianne Boruch will be visiting on Feb 19. Boruch has four published books of poetry and her work has appeared in The New Yorker, Field and The Georgia Review.

The next writer for second semester is Jane Hamilton, who will be visiting on March 19. Hamilton is one of the three writers whose novels have been chosen twice for Oprah’s Book Club.

Quan Barry will be visiting on April 21. Barry’s inspiration for her poetry comes from the body’s internal organs and opulence is something extraordi- 

narily interesting to the eye. The installation’s central piece is a large metal work, which is then surrounded by smaller pieces made with felt.

“The felted pieces represent, in my mind, organs, tissues, that sort of thing,” Kalajainen said.

Gallery hours are from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday. Admission is free of charge. All are welcome to stop by.

Organs of Metal

“Extraordinary” artwork comes to Holland

Maureen Yonovitz

The Holland Area Arts Council has been keeping busy. Besides its involvement with the collaborative Shared Impressions exhibit showing in DePree Gallery, HAAC has an installation of its own. In HAAC’s Eighth Street gallery from now until Sept. 27 is Visceral Opulence, an installation by Anne Mondro, a jewelry designer and metal-smith.

By definition, in an installation, the art is actually made for the space that it is displayed in and will use that space in its entirety for the artist’s work. This is one of the things that helps the decision process in which artists who propose their work will actually have it featured in the HAAC gallery.

“We try to keep it varied pretty good, to have a lot of different art forms in the room,” said Jason Kalajainen, HAAC Executive Director. “We try to have it edgy and different.”

It is clear from the name of this exhibit that Mondro’s installation is no exception to the rule. Viscera are the body’s internal organs and opulence is something extraordi- 

narily interesting to the eye. The installation’s central piece is a large metal work, which is then surrounded by smaller pieces made with felt.

“The felted pieces represent, in my mind, organs, tissues, that sort of thing,” Kalajainen said.

Gallery hours are from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday. Admission is free of charge. All are welcome to stop by.
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Dum, dum-dee-dumm!
Hear wedding bells?

I have some news to share: The "Senior Scramble" is real.

I could give you a lengthy list of all the people I know who got married in the last month alone, not to mention friends who got engaged this summer. I could place bets on who got engaged this month alone, not to mention who got married in the last three years.

For all of you new to Hope, Senior Scramble is the great race to the altar. It usually goes like this; innocent underclassman and women wander through their first three years single or casually dating—but something's been on your mind (Dear Meredith, there's a girl I like, but I don't think she knows I exist.)

Either way, send your questions about the opposite gender, love, dating, and marriage to the Anchor, through email at anchor@hope.edu or drop a letter off at the Anchor office, and look for answers in this space. I may not be able to answer every question, but I'll read them all.

Waiting, Meredith
Cross country starts season off strongly

Flying Dutch kick off running season at Van Raalte Farm

Steve Adair
Sports Editor

Continuing their tradition of hosting the Bill Vanderbilt Invitational with style, the Flying Dutch won the event while the Dutchmen came in second behind repeat champion Albion. The race was run under perfect conditions from Van Raalte Farm in Holland. Winning the race for the Flying Dutch was Tina Pike (’05) with a time of 18:43. One of the many “boasts of freshmen women” according to coach Northuis, Allison Mejeur (’07), made quite a splash, finishing fourth in her collegiate debut with a time of 19:18. Altogether the Dutch came away with a team score of 59, putting them in seven of the top ten spots. The Flying Dutchmen turned in a good performance as well, running “faster than expected,” commented Northuis immediately after the race. Tyson Warner (’06) led the way for the Dutchmen, finishing fourth with a time of 26:16. While Cornerstone and Albion runners claimed the number one and two spots, Hopeled the way with five runners in the top ten. Looking ahead, the cross country team feels it has a chance against national powerhouse Calvin. The Calvin Knights are the MIAA defending champions. Northuis said the team is looking forward to “seeing Calvin six times this year”. They will see their next action at the North Central Invitational on Friday in Naperville, Illinois.

Tina Pike (‘05) on her way to a victory Saturday at the Bill Vanderbilt Invitational at Van Raalte Farm. The Flying Dutch are optimistic about the upcoming 2003 soccer season.

Hope blanks Siena Heights 1-0 in season opener Friday

Steve Adair
Sports Editor

The preseason hype called Hope an aberration, a team that was young and lucky in ‘02 and had lost what little it had to graduation. You could just imagine Hope’s opponents sitting around a copy of the roster. Only two seniors? Siena Heights came to town with these thoughts on their minds. Last season’s 5-1 blowout of the Dutch had boosted their confidence a little too high, which was just what the Dutch needed.

Make no mistake, it was domination. The ball was constantly on Hope’s side of the field. At times things got ugly during the 16-5 shot on goal onslaught. But with just over three minutes left in the game, Tess Schlott (’06) gained control of a corner kick from fellow sophomore Emily Tyler (’06), broke, and from 18 yards away sent a nail through the coffin of a team that has done the unforgivable: they had let Hope stick around. Shot after shot was fired off in the direction of grossly underrated Holly Nesle (’07), a first time starting freshman goalie who simply could not be denied against a nationally ranked Siena team.

“I think our team played well being our first game of the season,” says Scholz. “We played with a lot of heart, but we still have room for improvement.”

Fact is, Dutch soccer is no aberration. They fought hard and won the battle of mental endurance. They didn’t let themselves become discouraged when they were beat down field and watched numerous shots being turned away by their soon-to-be star goalie. Despite being dominated in every statistical category—except the score, they proved to everyone watching that they were for real in 2003, not three years from now.

No experience? Yes, there may only be two seniors, but according to interim coach Lindsey Engelsman, “A lot of those sophomores are second year starters... we have more experience than many think.” Coach Steve Smith of the men’s soccer team commented at a preseason press conference that “the women’s team would shock some people.”

Siena Heights might agree with that assessment.

“Our expectations this year are even greater than last year’s,” says Scholz. “Our goal is to be the first women’s soccer team at Hope to win the MIAA conference and advance to the NCAA’s (tournament which begins November 12, 2003).” Leigh Sears, who was the head coach since 2000, is on an academic leave-of-absence to pursue postgraduate studies during the 2003 season. This opened the door for Engelsman who was a three-year starter and All-MIAA player for Hope College, who still holds the single-season record with 12 assists.

This weekend the Flying Dutch will travel to Illinois to take on two College Conference of Illinois and Wisconsin opponents in Illinois Wesleyan and Millikin University.

Home games played at Buys Athletic Fields, 11th St. & Fairbanks

Hope Women’s Soccer Schedule 2003

Friday, Aug. 29
Hope 1, Siena Heights 0

Friday, Sept. 5
at Illinois Wesleyan, 7 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 6
at Millikin, Ill., 1 p.m.

Tuesday, Sept. 9
at Olivet, 4 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 13
CALVIN, noon

Wednesday, Sept. 17
at Adrian, 4 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 20
SAINT MARY’S, noon

Saturday, Sept. 27
at Tri-State, Ind., 2:30 p.m.

This weekend the women’s soccer and cross country teams will make a date with several schools of the CCIW (College Conference of Illinois and Wisconsin). The soccer team will play Illinois Wesleyan Friday night and then take on Millikin University Saturday afternoon. The whole cross country squad will travel to Naperiele, Illinois to compete in the North Central Invitational.

The men’s soccer team was invited to Wheaton College, Illinois for a tournament and will take on Hardin-Simmons, Texas, Friday afternoon.

UPCOMING SCHEDULE

Tonight at 6:30, the volleyball team will travel up to Grand Rapids to take on rival Calvin.

This weekend the women’s soccer and cross country teams will make a date with several schools of the CCIW (College Conference of Illinois and Wisconsin). The soccer team will play Illinois Wesleyan Friday night and then take on Millikin University Saturday afternoon. The whole cross country squad will travel to Naperiele, Illinois to compete in the North Central Invitational.

The men’s soccer team was invited to Wheaton College, Illinois for a tournament and will take on Hardin-Simmons, Texas, Friday afternoon.

Last but not least, the football team opens up the season at Wooster, Ohio. Kickoff is at 1 p.m. Saturday.